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To R. H. Blyth,
whom I have found through the years
to be a guiding light
in my appreciation of haiku.

Introduction
Selflessness is germane to the art of haiku. A true haiku poet has shed the
illusion of a separate self. Blyth calls haiku “an expression of the joy of our reunion
with things from which we have been parted by self-consciousness.”1 Letting go of
self-consciousness, of self-absorption, of exclusive self-direction—and of the very
conviction that we do indeed have any such entity as a permanent self—we alter
the atmosphere through which we look at things. We are no longer self-importantly “running the show,” categorizing and pigeonholing experience, but rather
we’re an integral part of all that’s taking place in the moment. Whatever we are led
closely to observe, let us find a way of interbeing—of “hearing with its ears, seeing
with its eyes,” as Blyth urged us to do.2 The greatest knowledge, wrote Spinoza, “is
of the union which the mind has with the whole of nature.”3 In Job it is even said:
“Thou shalt be in league with the stones of the field. . . .” Through that selfless
detachment which awakens our own nature’s wholeness, we can know “in our
bones” the truth of oneness.
What Blyth says of Zen is even more true of haiku: “. . . a wordless state, in
which words are used to clear away something that seems to stand between us and
the real things.”4 Of the sabi that is so vital to haiku, he writes: “What can be said
is not sabi.”5 This imposes no mystery to one who understands Zen “wordlessness”
as an eloquent form of communion. The deepest truths of sabi, yugen and aware are
imageless, emanating from the unexpressed and inexpressible wordless aspect of

haiku—however essential each word may be in any particular haiku. While we
cannot capture verbally life in actual accord with reality, haiku can and are
meant to reflect that living essence.
Remember always that the mind, with its ideas of reality contingent upon
an habitual imprisonment in time, is the great interferer in the “eternal
moments” we may encounter, and that “what we think about things is quite
different from what we grasp as the thing itself.”6 When we have found—or,
better, been found by—the living reality of a haiku moment, we do not seize
upon it, to try to define it, to seek to nail it down in a description. Rather, we
give full attention to its free flow, allowing things themselves to voice their part
in life’s interplay and to chime with the core of our being in the haiku moment.
A true haiku poet does not force his or her imagination, does not pick and
choose with an eye to what could most impress. Quite the contrary, there is full
acceptance of what actually happens in the here-and-now. And experience tells
us that it is often as not the simplest perceptions which are endowed with the
most astonishing unifying power. They also offer the greatest potential,
through reader intuition, for vision and meaning to grow.
—H. F. Noyes
Politia, Greece
1. R. H. Blyth, Haiku, Volume I, “Eastern Culture,” (Hokuseido Press, Tokyo 1949), p. 232.
2. Ibid., p. 156.
3. Ethics, 1677.
4. Blyth, “Eastern Culture”, p. 176.
5. Ibid., p. 289.
6. Ibid., p. 182.
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Walking on moss—
my giving to the earth
earth’s giving to me

1

Foster Jewell

A

universal haiku effectively expressing our reciprocity with
and inseparability from nature. It makes me think of a Zen koan:
“For every man, under his feet a spot wide enough to stand on.”
Blyth wrote: “We give things their life, things give us our life,” and
“Do not divide what is given from what we give.”

2

sieved through sky
the thin cries of snow geese
turn northward
Elizabeth Searle Lamb

L

amb’s “sieved through sky,” to quote Emerson, sounds “rather
as if copied out of some invisible tablets in the Eternal mind. . . .”
There exists always the possibility that wholeness of attention to
what is in nature may be so richly rewarded. Notice the rare degree
of immediacy: doesn’t the reader irresistibly stand alongside the
poet and share this awesome “ordinary” experience?

memory loss
but she knows the cedar waxwings
return next week

3

Nasira Alma

S

omething within often tells us more certainly than the doctors
when we’re dying. In her last haiku for Modern Haiku, Alma wrote
of an osprey’s “grave flight;” her ultimate poem in Frogpond speaks
of violets between graves. But here, “memory loss” is somewhat
analogous to “no-mind,” a selfless state giving rise to the truest
haiku spirit. And she herself now returns to us, in spirit, with the
cedar waxwings of spring.

4

One cloud touches another the invalid sighs
Virginia Brady Young

T

his is a modern classic in its profound expression of sabi. One
might at first feel that the loneliness isn’t resolved, isn’t transcended. Yet we cannot feel isolated when our focus is heavenward—on the clouds that are so symbolic of life’s emptinessfullness. Thoreau wrote: “Why be lonely? Is not our planet too in
the Milky Way?” There is all the consolation we need in the
restorative interfusion and inspiriting beauty in Nature. Our sigh
of despair becomes a sigh of release, a breath of renewal.

After the rainstorm twice as many children

5

George Swede

O

ne of our most durable humorists in the haiku world comes up
with another gem. So often he manages, despite his modernity, to
strongly relate to nature, and not just human nature as in the
senryu. Here he tunes in on a universal truth in comparing children
to flowers—with the wildflowers that sprout up in such profusion
after the downpours.

6

In a drizzling rain,
In a flower shop’s doorway,
A girl sells herself.
Richard Wright

W

e generally avoid extravagant emotions in haiku, but compassion lies at the very heart of the genre. The sadness of a girl’s selling
herself is intensified by the drizzle and the flower shop locale. I
happened to read the same week this lovely haiku by Ogawa
Haritsu, a lacquerer and disciple of Basho:
I find so many
fit to be my wife
at flower-viewing time!
The contrast between the two poems, in mood and tone, makes
the novelist’s haiku all the more poignant and piteous.

so much
myself included
hidden in the rain

7

Michael Ketchek

A

profoundly atmospheric haiku, sharing an experience most of
us will feel we know well. The phrase “myself included” is a
delightfully offhand way of conveying oneness with nature, incorporating that “me too” feeling we have when we’re near to selfforgetfulness. With one’s self hidden, how the freshness of the
moment is intensified.

8

rain stopped
the last train enters
the wood flowers’ smell
Marko Hudnik

I

know no other fragrance so keenly remindful of nature’s
fundamental goodness and luxuriance as the after-shower scents
emanating from a woods in blossom. The very soil itself gives off
such a richly flavored smell. Reading Hudnik’s haiku, from Slovenia,
we become that last train, and, as if emerging from a tunnel, share
his experience of tonic life-renewal.

Not expecting
such a moon
over my crabby neighbor’s roof

9

David Elliott

A

Negro spiritual tells us “All God’s children go to heaven;” and
in Matthew we are told that the Lord “sendeth rain on the just and
the unjust.” But many of us don’t necessarily believe either, much
of the time. Elliott has found a most captivating, effective and
memorable way of expressing how surprised we may be to discover
that we must share our moon with a grumpy neighbor.

10

last night of full moon—
and more and more children
afraid of the dark
Haiping Gong

H

aiku can sometimes make us feel more deeply about war or a
humanitarian crisis of mammoth proportions. As I watched on
TV the forlorn and fear-haunted faces of the children driven from
their Kosovo homes and separated from their fathers, perhaps
forever, I was reminded of this haiku that manages eloquently to
say so very much with so few words. The secret so often is the
moment’s evocative concurrence of an aspect of nature with an
aspect of human life.

station by moonlight—
one traveler gets out
and one gets on

11

Cor Langedijk

T

his avant-garde work makes an interesting contrast with the
work of the masters, though the poet honors ancient traditions as
to what is noteworthy. How observant and attuned to catch such
snatches of city beauty. Don’t we look up to the second floor with
her and share with delight her association with Bonnard?

12

Stopping in my steps . . .
a bird who seems to know me
calling from the pines
Wally Swist

D

. T. Suzuki in his essay “Zen and Japanese Culture,” as a kind
of summing-up, speaks of that “spirit of eternal loneliness . . . the
essence of Sumiye and Haiku.” Artlessly, yet in depth, Swist has
captured in his haiku this very spirit. The self-reference is as
humble as any to be found in poetry; and the simple phrase “who
seem to know me” assures the reader of transcendence of the sense
of “man apart.”

path of tangled roots
the jungle leads me
to where I am

13

Christopher Herold

I

t must be these earthly paths with their knots of tangled roots
that prompt Zen to recommend to us as the Way the unbound,
unconditioned paths of birds through the air and fish through the
water. All life is change. So it is that we come to put down roots in
many different places. We often then decide to transplant roots
far removed, to where we are now, proceeding to live in one grand
tangle of old and new. We become stuck, like “living pillars,”
isolated from the life flow.

14

inner canyon
a jagged slice
of constellations
Ruth Yarrow

I

t’s been said that poetry is “the impish attempt to paint the
color of the wind.” ruth’s achievement here strikes me as equally
impish. She miraculously gives us the glory of the night sky in one
“jagged slice.”

after coming down
looking up
at the mountain

15
Meg Dennard

O

ne may believe unequivocally in the power of simplicity in
haiku to “say it all.” Keats wrote: “If poetry comes not as naturally
as leaves to a tree, it had better not come at all.” And yet added
words and phrases seem often enough vital to the expression of a
haiku moment. Here we find that ideal paring that can offer us an
unforgettable moment with the force and clarity of an end-of-thetunnel vision.

16

crossing the rope bridge
to greet
the wobbly foal
Matthew Louvière

F

or intuitive juxtaposition, with inner comparison, this haiku is
extra-ordinary—overbrimming with poignant sensory immediacy:
the work of a man who is one with Nature and her “lesser”
creatures, one with the vibrations of living experience. The wobbly foal awaiting the rope-bridge crossing really turns our world
upside-down. It clears our minds as thoroughly as a koan can do.

measuring my new poem a small green worm

17

Evelyn Tooley Hunt

O

nly an inchworm could begin to appreciate how long it sometimes takes to get our haiku to “come right” and ring true.

18

in the sprinkler’s rainbow
a wasp loses
altitude
Larry Kimmel

H

ow is it that the obvious—the loss of altitude, here—can so
surprise us? Is it that we expect a poet always to say something
“significant” and are brought up short when he doesn’t? It seems
to me that one modern direction the haiku is taking is toward
embracing the time-honored wabi suchness and mood, but allowing the interjection of subtlety and delicacy—as in the phrase
“sprinkler’s rainbow.” In addition, to permit the peripheral mind
the free play to come up with observations and language that are
surprising enough to give a koan-like jolt to our lazy, rationalityoriented minds.

lifting clouds
a crow flies off the porch
a feather lighter

19

Mary C. Taylor

B

asho’s counsel was: “Let your verse resemble a willow branch
struck by a light shower, and sometimes waving in the breeze.” I
find this karumi weightlessness and delicacy in Taylor’s haiku—a
superb example of intuitive inner comparison. The reader associates her concluding line with the phrase “feather-light” and feels
a spirit lift in a reliving of her haiku moment.

20

garden work—
talking to each other
back to back
Dimitar Anakiev

W

hy should the very opposite of “face to face” seem to us so
chummy? I believe that particularly agreeable neighborly relations
come with that gratifying feel of the soil—from the good earth
itself—irresistibly, for most of us. Also, that highly enjoyable “nomind” communion of the Way of simplicity may be easier to come
by “back to back.”

dark blue butterfly
blending quietly into
the gathering storm

21

Thom Williams

G

reat art can often be expressed through contrast. Williams
offers here so dynamic an inner comparison as almost to burst the
bounds of so brief a poem. And this he contrasts with that infinite
stillness of the quiet before a storm. He possesses the genius to
begin with tiny butterfly wings and then, in presenting his haiku
moment, to magnify them for us many times over. He reminds us
of Samuel Johnson’s vital truth: “Nothing is little to him that feels
it with great sensibility.”

22

sandcastle moat
how a cloud slips in
with the water
Helen J. Sherry

A

childlike observation; but would a child, lost in sandcastle
dreams, ever notice? For me, Sherry’s phrase “slips in” brings out
that effortlessness and purposelessness in nature that is vital to the
haiku spirit. To enter the kingdom of haiku and its castles—as to
enter the kingdom of heaven—we need to become in our haiku
moments like little children, aimless as the clouds.

wading out
her shadow ripples
back to shore

23

Betty Drevniok

A

haiku of admirable simplicity, it could well serve as Drevniok’s
death poem, expressing as it does her reluctance to part from loved
ones and friends. Rod Willmot featured it in a memorial essay. It
suggests to me all those times when we are prompted to “go
beyond ourselves,” leaving behind the little self—our ego-self.

24

with a sudden flick
its blue sinking into me—
the kingfisher
Carol Purington

A

scintillating moment that almost emits sparks—enough to
startle the lazy mind. The word “flick” has all the impetus needed
to “sink” the kingfisher color into the poet’s being, as a brush
infuses blue into a painting. It wasn’t surprising to read her
reflection in the same issue with this haiku: “Words are light,
making the invisible radiant, making me buoyant, freeing me.”

inchworm
just ahead of
evening shadows

25
Suezan Aikens

T

his is a very special haiku, illustrative of what to many editors
is a first precept: “Make it happen!” Aikens succeeds in “making
it happen” with rare immediacy—through both words and placement. She also manages in a few words fully to convey the near
imperceptible movement of evening shadows, whose creeping
pace can remind us of Issa’s qualified encouragement of the snail:
O snail
Climb Mt. Fuji—
But slowly, slowly!

26

How easily it glows,
How easily it goes out—
The firefly.
Chine-jo

T

hough R. H. Blyth does not tell us when the poet lived, it is
likely to have been centuries ago that her light glowed brightly as
one of those rare Japanese female haijin. In this, her death poem,
she seems to accept serenely that in the end, for all of life, the light
goes out.

balmy evening—
the light of Caravaggio
on strangers’ faces

27

Ebba Story

T

he “light of Caravaggio” is, in my experience, a uniquely warm
one. His sensuous blues and greens give added warmth to his
homely interiors, such as the Christ child’s manger. A 16th century
oil lamp, at the time of Caravaggio’s founding of the naturalist
school of Rome, gave off a soft-colored light. The balmy evening
ensures that no wind will disturb the peaceful glow. As it brought
out the character of this painter’s simple, “lowly” models, the
intimacy of this kind of illumination transfigures the faces of
strangers, so that we feel we know them in our hearts. We may
even feel like greeting them as we would old friends.

28

the hills
release the summer clouds
one
by one
by one
John Wills

T

wo of the most established characteristics of the haiku, traditionally, are its open-endedness and a close identification with
nature, both fully expressed in this modern classic, which extends
ad infinitum. It also has a profound serenity and an element of
spacious propagation generally associated with spring.

the old mine
a goldrush
of dandelions

29
LeRoy Gorman

H

aiku lean toward the least noticed. James Russell Lowell said
a weed’s but “a flower in disguise.” I like the contrast between the
dark abandoned mine and the bright golden overflow of fresh
dandelions. Gorman’s choice of the word “goldrush” here is among
the most truly inspired I’ve encountered in haiku.

30

old wooden barrel
wrapped in rusty iron—
my ribcage expands
Donald McLeod

T

. S. Eliot decried the thrusting of a meaning or message at a
reader, when it should be absorbed by him subliminally. Objects
can be seen more vividly at the margins of the eye (through
peripheral vision), he believed—“where the rods and cones are less
worn, just as one can count more of the Pleiades on a clear night
if one is not looking directly at them.” McLeod, with this fine
example of intuitive juxtaposition, has obviously drawn upon his
“peripheral mind,” paradoxically finding a release in a counterreaction to tight restriction. He generously leaves the “connective
leap” to the reader’s imagination.

As I walk
ignoring my hip pain
the wind shines

31

Ikkoku Santo

Y

ou do not in haiku choose phrases. You let the surprising
happenings and their configurations of the moment speak for
themselves. Santo didn’t invent the phrase “the wind shines”;
rather—forgetting himself—he listened to nature’s no-mind as it
made not the slightest distinction between a shining sun and a
blowing wind “co-arising,” in interpenetration. The one most
inconsolable thing in life can be the irretrievable moment, lost
through the blindness of self-absorption. Sharing our sadness with
nature may prove the best possible antidote to pain and suffering.

32

farmers’ market:
the mushroom man
seems older this year
Charles Trumbull

A

s “no-mind” is fundamental to the Zen way and haiku has, at
least in part, its origin in Zen, I view no-mind haiku—devoid of the
rational—as vital to our haiku world. How often we find ourselves
thinking something quite senseless or being irrationally surprised
at the obvious. And how delightful it can be to catch ourselves
“empty-headed.”

twilight . . .
shadows seep into
grandfather’s quiet

33

Rich Youmans

I

n his haibun “Sunday Visits,” Youmans writes of his grandfather, whom he knew only after his second stroke. As a child, the
poet was left on the sofa with the old man while the adults helped
to prepare supper. When the elder man spoke, his words were
“like gargled syllables of a drowning man, mostly incomprehensible.” But what most impressed the boy was the silence, accompanying a faraway look into the fireplace—at “pale brick blackened by soot.” After all these years, the experience generated this
fine expression of sabi. How immediate a haiku of recollection can
be!

34

alone . . .
a downdraft
stirs the ashes
R. A. Stefanac

A

haiku redolent of true sabi aloneness. But the loneliness that
afflicts us all can be resolved, or at least for the moment dissolved,
when we simply allow ourselves some outward contact. Even a very
slight connectedness with the life around us—or, as in this case,
with the inanimate ashes of that life—can stir us out of our sense
of isolation. As Thi Anh, a Vietnamese nun, expresses it, “we
belong to the universe as the wave belongs to the ocean.”

waiting for me
to give it life—
my death poem

35
Dennis H. Dutton

I

can scarcely imagine how a 51-year-old poet can write a death
poem of this caliber. It gives voice to the deepest truth about life
and death—that they are inextricably intertwined. And it reminds
me of Trungpa Rinpoche’s saying that we will live or we will die,
and both are good. Does not death give our life its very meaning,
and in return our death await our “giving it life”?

36

First frost—
the icy beauty
of a flower’s last day
Brett Peruzzi

T

his is sheer poetry, enhanced by the fluency in the f-sounds, and
the sparkling descriptive phrase “icy beauty.” The haiku brings to
mind the editorial formulation of Clement Hoyt while editor of
American Haiku, that in haiku “an easy austerity or elegance (not
beauty)” is to be preferred; and also a saying of the poet Novalis:
“Poetry heals the wounds inflicted by reason.”

the cold night
comes out of the stones
all morning

37

Jim Kacian

W

e have here an unusual twist: the poet reverses the usual
practice of haiku to achieve depenetration. But we sense a spiritual
element commensurate with that which Basho found in interpenetration. There’s a touch of genius in Kacian’s saying “the cold
night” instead of just “the cold”: it forms a stronger tie with
universe and eternity.

38

late autumn—
the butterfly lands
on what’s left
Alexius Burgess

I

t’s always breathtaking when a haiku poet “gets it just right.”
The phrase “what’s left” hits the reader—but pleasantly—in the
solar plexus. We may even wonder what’s left to be said about old
autumn’s decline and decay. Above all, we feel gratitude that
someone has said it for us, so well, with both karumi lightness and
the depth of aware.

A gardener’s come
to add a ladder
up to the autumn sky

39

Kayoko Kuno

H

ere is a lovely-spirited haiku, with a poignant aspect of yugen.
The sense of upreach is strong, almost limitless. One senses the
deep cobalt blue of a clear autumn sky, after the heat haze of
summer—a sky whose freshness beckons us, invites our upward
gaze. The focus heavenward endows the gardener with a nearsupernatural aura, so that the reader imagines the ladder extending all the way to the very dome of the sky. This is truly haiku
magic.

40

While hunting ducks
i stare at tahe decoys on the lake
as one flies away
Diane Webster

H

aiku is “accidental inevitability,” according to Emily Maxwell.
One feels that this delightful haiku may well have just “happened,”
by accident, and yet was almost inevitable, under the circumstances. Nevertheless, a haiku poet must be fully alert to seize the
moment’s offering of an unusual perspective.

reed-fringed shore—
an otter glistens
into its burrow

41

Charles B. Dickson

L

et no one conceive that because the haiku has been dubbed
“the wordless poem,” each word is not important. Notice how the
word “glistens” imparts nature’s flow to this haiku. A poetic
choice, perhaps; but note these pertinent words of R. H. Blyth:
“The real nature of each thing is a poetic one.” Dickson perfectly
describes the otter launching itself—still glistening with water
droplets—into its burrow beyond the reeds. Furthermore, the
word “glistens” conveys to me the breed’s customary sparkling
high spirits.

42

rushing across the rocks the felled tree’s shadow
Susan Stanford

I

for one wouldn’t like to see all haiku in the future written as oneliners, but they can offer a refreshing change. The haiku poet is
following a path. And as Jane Reichhold expresses it, “. . . when one
thoroughly knows the path, knows where it is and where it goes,
one acquires the freedom to make side journeys. . . .” What matters
is that the reader be permitted to share in the reality of the genuine
haiku moment, with reverberations.

letting go
leaves pass leaves
holding on

43

Robert Henry Poulin

C

ivilized living is learning when to hold on and when to let go.
Without the letting go, there is no freedom; but without the
holding on, there is no civilized tradition. It is fine to see this
meaning in Poulin’s haiku, but the spirit of haiku is in “lifefulness,”
its true meaning coming through only when we “let go” of all
thought and all we habitually cling to. It is in just “being” that we
come to surpass ourselves.

44

a chilly morning
two cats exchanging
their sitting places
Robert Bebek

I

am always hoping to find haiku of true simplicity and naturalness. Such haiku remain a rarity. Bebek is a specialist in the genre.
Carol Montgomery writes of his distinctive gift: “Even if it’s on our
mind to have nothing in mind, we can’t do it.” That we may
consider this haiku childlike is mainly due to the fact that children
tend to notice what we so often pass over as seeminly inconsequential.

Another storm;
the old snow
buried

45
Virgil Hutton

H

utton wrote about this haiku: “An old snow is made old simply
by the coming of the new. . . . Another storm may come at any
time.” He was a fine example of the truth that when we seek to
reflect real life essence, we are not so easily “buried.” Yet Basho
had good reason for concern that the art of haiku should not
“expire of artificiality.” Time, wrote T. S. Eliot, is both the
destroyer and the preserver.

46

Following the monks
into the darkness
a snowflake . . .
vincent tripi

T

here is here a rare purity of vision, and mystery, as in many of
tripi’s intuitive interplays. It is one of the most open-ended haiku
I know, leaving it entirely to the reader to flesh the skeletal
moment. As with Thoreau, vince’s walking companion is silence—
which “alone is worthy to be heard.” It’s left to the reader to
respond to this haiku with intuitive flashes at the farthest remove
from the stultifying rationality of the day. In his enigmatic choice
of the instantly perishing snowflake to represent the imperishable, tripi has given us a haiku of profound yugen.

both under the snow . . .
the fox’s footprints
and the trap

47

Kohjin Sakamoto

A

Benedictine monk writing about haiku has said: “Meaning is
not another word behind the word. Meaning is silence. . . .” A haiku
master tries “not to capture the experience of the moment but to
set it free.” Here we have both that silence and the relinquishment
of experience to the readers’ associations and intuitive responses.
What echoes emerge from this silence! How strongly one must
resist coming up with “another word behind the word.”

48

Sunset . . .
washing up on the beach
an empty can of paint
Elizabeth St Jacques

H

owever spare the opening—“Sunset”—is, it serves well to give
Nature her due place of precedence. What a warming thought
that the paint can’s contents had something to do with the glory
of the sunset. How refreshing a haiku in which rationality has no
place at all! Robert Spiess quotes Hazrat Inayat Kahn: “Reason is
the illusion of reality.”

undefended:
in the cold rain
their snow fort

49
Tom Clausen

C

lausen shows a special feeling for the imaginative world of
children. Only someone fully under the spell of what’s real to them
could describe their snow fort as “undefended.” And how well he
captures the pathos in the melting of their battlements with the
simple phrase “in the cold rain.”

50

Icy April night
my ah-breath rising
toward the comet
Phyllis Walsh

O

ne of the most unique features of the haiku is its capacity to
capture an eternal moment in the poetry of three brief lines.
Walsh’s haiku conveys that sense of life’s infinite expansiveness
which a colleague of Tu Fu described as “being alive twice”—an
experience possible to us only when consciousness is awakened
“just at the very moment when eternity lifts its feet to step into
time—the eternal now.”

The next morning:
rereading the last page
of the happy ending

51

Tom Tico

S

incerity is a quality that runs deep in the work of Tom Tico. He
has written eloquently about what he calls “the subjective haiku.”
In this gently humorous senryu, I find the phrasing to be perfection for the manifestation of a subjective world that “lets the
reader in.”
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20. Frogpond XXII:2.
21. Persimmon 2:2; Johnson quote Life of Johnson, James Boswell.
22. Splashes, 1985; biblical reference Matthew 18:3.
23. Haiku Canada Newsletter X:4.
24. Hummingbird VIII:3.
25. Haïku sans Frontières: une anthologie mondiale, ed. André Duhaime
(Les Editions David, Orléans 1998); Blyth quote Haiku Volume I.

26. Haiku Volume III.
27. Modern Haiku XXVII:2.
28. Back Country (Kenan Press 1969).
29. Albatross 1996-7.
30. Modern Haiku XX:1; Eliot quote by Ann Ridler, from Poetry Review, London, 73:1.
31. Unpublished, from a private letter June 1999;
Codrescu quote from Round the Pond (Editura Muntenia, Constanta 1994).
32. Modern Haiku XXIX:2; published as Favorite Haiku in Frogpond XXII:3.
33. Journey to the Interior, ed. Bruce Ross (Charles E. Tuttle, Boston 1998).
34. South by Southeast 4:1; Thi Anh quote from The Buddhist Review.
35. Green Apples 99:1.
36. Frogpond XXI:1; Hoyt quote cited by Tom Clausen in South by Southeast 4:3;
Novalis quote from Detached Thoughts.
37. Presents of Mind (Katsura Press, Portland OR 1996).
38. North Carolina Haiku Contest Results.
39. Azami 3; appeared as Favorite Haiku in Frogpond XIX:3.

40. Virtual Image 1:2; Maxwell quote from a private letter.
41. A Moon in Each Eye (AHA Books, Gualala 1993); Blyth quote from Haiku Volume I.
42. The Red Moon Anthology 1996 (Red Moon Press, Winchester VA 1997);
Reichhold quote from Tanka Splendor (AHA Books 1998).
43. Mainichi Daily News, November 21, 1998.
44. The Shape of Emptiness (Ceres, Zagreb 1997);
Montgomery quote from her review in Modern Haiku XXIX:3.
45. The Midwest Haiku Anthology, ed. Randy M. Brooks and Lee Gurga;
Basho quote from Lucien Stryk, Basho: On Love and Barley, Penguin 1985;
Eliot quote from “The Dry Salvages”, Four Quartets.
46. white (privately published 1992); Thoreau quote from Journal.
47. quote from David Steindl-Rast, A Listening Heart
(Hawai’i Education Society, Crossroad Publishing Co. NY 1983).
48. Brussels Sprout IX:3; Spiess quote A Year’s Speculations in Haiku, 1995, p. 42.
49. Frogpond XX:1.
50. To Find a Rainbow (Hummingbird Press, Richland Center WI 1997);
first quote Robert Hass, Twentieth Century Pleasures (Ecco Press, New York 1998);
second quote D.T. Suzuki, Living by Zen (Rider, London 1982);
appeared as Favorite Haiku in Frogpond XXII:3.
51. Spring Morning Sun (Belltower Press, San Francisco 1998).

